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The current situation for vector meson spectroscopy is outlined, and it is shown that the data are inconsistent with the generally-accepted
model for meson decay. A possible resolution in terms of exotic (hybrid) mesons is given. Although this hypothesis resolves some of the
issues, fresh theoretical questions are raised. It is argued that high-precision e+e− annihilation data provide an excellent laboratory for
studying many aspects of nonperturbative QCD.

1. THE PROBLEM

It is now 15 years since it was first suggested [1, 2] that
the ρ′(1600), as it was then known, is in fact a composite
structure, consisting of at least two states: the ρ(1450) and
ρ(1700). Their existence, and that of their isoscalar counter-
parts, the ω(1420) and ω(1650), and of an associated hidden-
strangeness state, the φ(1680), is now well established [3].
The key data in determining the existence of the two isovector
states were e+e− → π+π− [4] and e+e− → ωπ [5]. These
original data sets have subsequently been augmented by data on
the corresponding charged channels in τ decay [6–9], to which
they are related by CVC. These new data confirm the earlier
conclusions. The data on e+e− → π+π−π+π− [10, 11] and
e+e− → π+π−π0π0 [10, 12] (excluding ωπ ) and the cor-
responding charged channels in τ decay [7, 8] are consistent
with the two-resonance interpretation [13, 14], although they
do not provide such good discrimination. Itwas also found
that the e+e− → ηπ+π− cross section is better fitted with
two interfering resonances than with a single state [15]. Inde-
pendent evidence for two JP = 1− states is provided in a high
statistics study of the ηππ system in π−p charge exchange
[16]. Decisive evidence for both the ρ(1450) and ρ(1700) in
their 2π and 4π decays has come from the study of p̄p and p̄n

annihilation [17]. The data initially available for the study of
the ω(1420) and ω(1600) were e+e− → π+π−π0 [11, 18]
(which is dominated by ρπ ) and e+e− → ωπ+π− [18]. The
latter cross section shows a clear peak which is apparently
dominated by the ω(1600). The former cross section is more
sensitive to the ω(1420). More recent and more precise data
[19] on e+e− → π+π−π0 below 1.4 GeV confirm [14] the
ω(1420).

However, although there is general consensus on the ex-
istence of these states, there is considerable disparity on the
masses and widths of these resonances. Information on the
vector states comes principally from e+e− annihilation and τ

decay, but there are problems with much of the data:

• inconsistencies, even in recent high-statistics data

• restricted energy ranges, e.g. Novosibirsk and CLEO

• poor statistics in some channels and missing channels

• inadequate knowledge of multiparticle final states

•
∑

σexclusive > σinclusive

In fact the only channel with really consistent data sets over
a wide energy range is the ππ channel, although even that
runs out of statistics at the upper end of the energy range. The
comparatively low statistics of the older data, the restricted
energy range of the newer data with higher statistics, and per-
sisting inconsistencies in data from different experiments rule
out precision fits.

There are also theoretical uncertainties which affect the anal-
ysis of e+e− annihilation and τ decay, and which present data
are insufficiently precise to resolve. Firstly there is the “tail-
of-the-ρ” problem. In some channels, most notably ππ and
πω, there is strong interference between the high-energy tail
of the ρ and the higher-mass resonances. The magnitude and
shape of this tail are not known with any precision. They can
only be specified in models and strictly should be part of the
parametrisation. Different models yield different results for
the masses and widths of the resonances. A related problem is
the question of the relative phases. These can be specified in
simple models, but we know that these models are not precise
and leaving the phases as free parameters has a major effect.

Thus only the qualitative features emerge, and apparent pre-
cision is in reality the result of implicit, or explicit, theoretical
assumptions.

Despite these difficulties, the existence of the higher-mass
states is not in doubt, and a natural explanation for them is
that they are the first radial, 23S1, and first orbital, 13D1, ex-
citations of the ρ and ω and the first radial excitation of the
φ, as the generally-accepted masses [3] are close to those pre-
dicted by the quark model [20]. However this interpretation
faces a fundamental problem. The data on the 4π channels
in e+e− annihilation are not compatible with the 3P0 model
[21–24], which is accepted as the most successful model of
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meson decay. The model works well for decays of established
ground-state mesons:

• widths predicted to be large, are found to be so

• widths predicted to be small, are found to be so

• calculated widths agree with data to 25 − 40%

• signs of amplitudes are correctly predicted

As far as one can ascertain the 3P0 model is reliable, but it
has not been seriously tested for the decays of excited states.

The 3P0 model predicts that the decay of the isovector 23S1
to 4π is extremely small:

�2S→a1π ∼ 3 MeV �2S→h1π ∼ 1 MeV (1)

and for the isovector 13D1 the a1π and h1π decays are large
and equal:

�1D→a1π ∼ �1D→h1π ∼ 105 MeV (2)

As h1π contributes only to the π+π−π0π0 channel in e+e−
annihilation, and a1π contributes to both π+π−π+π− and
π+π−π0π0, then after subtraction of the ωπ cross section
from the total π+π−π0π0 the 3P0 model predicts:

σ(e+e− → π+π−π0π0) > σ(e+e− → π+π−π+π−) (3)

This contradicts observation over much of the available
energy range. Below ∼ 1.6 GeV σ(π+π−π+π−) ≈
2σ(π+π−π0π0), although at higher energies σ(π+π−π0π0)

is the larger. Further, and more seriously, it has been shown
recently by the CMD collaboration at Novosibirsk [25] and
by CLEO [8] that the dominant channel by far in 4π (exclud-
ing ωπ ) up to ∼ 1.6 GeV is a1π . This is quite inexplicable
in terms of the 3P0 model. So the standard picture is wrong
for the isovectors, and there are serious inconsistencies in the
isoscalar channels as well. One possibility is that the 3P0
model is simply failing when applied to excited states, which
is an intriguing question in itself. An alternative is that there
is new physics involved.

2. A SOLUTION

A favoured hypothesis is to include vector hybrids [26, 27],
that is qq̄g states. The reason for this is that, firstly, hybrid
states occur naturally in QCD, and secondly, that in the relevant
mass range the dominant hadronic decay of the isovector vector
hybridρH is believed to bea1π [27]. The masses of light-quark
hybrids have been obtained in lattice-QCD calculations [28–
31], although with quite large errors. Results from lattice QCD
and other approaches, such as the bag model [32, 33], flux-tube
models [34], constituent gluon models [35] and QCD sum rules
[36, 37], show considerable variation from each other. So the
absolute mass scale is somewhat imprecise, predictions for the
lightest hybrid lying between 1.3 and 1.9 GeV. However it does
seem generally agreed that the mass ordering is 0−+ < 1−+ <

1−− < 2−+.

Evidence for the excitation of gluonic degrees of freedom
has emerged in several processes. Two experiments [38, 39]
have evidence for an exotic JPC = 1−+ resonance, ρ̂(1600)

in the ρ0π− channel in the reaction π−N → (π+π−π−)N .
A peak in the ηπ mass spectrum at ∼ 1400 MeV with
JPC = 1−+ in π−N → (ηπ−)N has also been interpreted
as a resonance [40]. Supporting evidence for the 1400 state in
the same mode comes from p̄p → ηπ−π+ [41]. There is evi-
dence [42] for two isovector 0−+ states in the mass region 1.4
to 1.9 GeV; π(1600) and π(1800). The quark model predicts
only one. Taking the mass of the 1−+ ∼ 1.4 GeV, then the 0−+
is at ∼ 1.3 GeV and the lightest 1−− at ∼ 1.65 GeV, which
is in the range required for the mixing hypothesis to work. Of
course if hybrids are comparatively heavy, that is the ρ̂(1600)

is the lightest 1−+ state, and the π(1600) presumably the cor-
responding 0−+ hybrid (or at least with a significant hybrid
component) then the vector hybrid mass ∼ 2.0 GeV making
strong mixing with the radial and orbital excitations unlikely.

Two specific models for the hadronic hybrids are the flux-
tube model [27, 34] and the constituent gluon model [43, 44].
There are some substantial differences in their predictions for
hybrid decays. For the isovector 1−− the flux-tube model pre-
dicts a1π as essentially the only hadronic mode, and a width of
∼ 100 MeV. The constituent gluon model predicts dominant
a1π , but with significant ρ(ππ)S and ωπ components, and a
larger width. For the isoscalar 1−− the flux-tube model pre-
dicts ρπ as essentially the only hadronic mode, with a width
of ∼ 20 MeV. The constituent gluon model predicts dominant
ρπ , a significant ω(ππ)S component and a larger width.

The general conclusion is that the e+e− annihilation and
τ -decay data require the existence of a “hidden” vector hy-
brid in the isovector and isoscalar channels (assuming that the
3P0 results are qualitatively reliable). The mixing required is
non-trivial, although schemes can be devised which are qualita-
tively compatible with the data [45]. The unseen physical states
are “off-stage”, in the 1.9 to 2.1 GeV mass region. Nonethe-
less, it appears difficult to achieve quantitative agreement with
data (within the constraint of specific models) unless the hy-
brids and the 13D1 states have direct electromagnetic coupling.
At the simplest level they do not, but these couplings can be
generated by relativistic corrections at the parton level [20] or
via intermediate hadronic states, for example hybrid → a1π

→ “ρ” → e+e−.
To extract the information will require excitation curves for

a wide range of hadronic final states:

ππ ωπ a1π h1π ρρ ρ(ππ)S KK̄ K∗K̄ · · · (4)

Note that the nn̄ states can decay to KK̄ , K∗K̄ etc. with
significant partial widths:

�2S→KK̄ ∼ 30MeV �1D→KK̄ ∼ 40MeV (5)

so isospin separation is necessary in these channels, and there
can be mixing between the isoscalar nn̄ states and the ss̄ states.

Radiative decays allow a clean separation of the 2S and 1D
states. Preliminary widths in keV are [46]:

Obviously the f2γ channel selects the ρS state uniquely.
Additionally, these decays are a much more direct probe of
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�(ρS) �(ωS) �(ρD) �(ωD)

a1γ ∼ 80 ∼ 750 ∼ 200 ∼ 1800

a2γ ∼ 100 ∼ 900 ∼ 10 ∼ 100

f1γ ∼ 650 ∼ 70 ∼ 1700 ∼ 200

f2γ ∼ 1200 ∼ 130 ∼ 120 ∼ 15

wave functions, and hence of models, than are hadronic decay
modes.

3. SUMMARY

Despite 15 years of work we do not yet understand the light-
quark vectors. Present data raise tantalising questions which
go to the heart of nonperturbative QCD but are incapable of
answering them. These questions include:

• How many light-quark vector mesons are there?
• What are their masses, widths, decay channels?
• Do standard models of hadronic decay fail?
• What hybrid states are hiding in there?
• What is the nature of hybrids: flux tube or constituent

gluon?
• Are the masses of hybrids compatible with lattice QCD?
High-statistics, comprehensive e+e− annihilation data pro-

vides by far the best way to answer these and related questions.
The data are a unique JPC = 1−− laboratory.

Whatever the answers, new physics is guaranteed!
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